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Your guests arrive 
with the expectation of feEling like home



Arantia Solutions

A Sales Manager requires to send an urgent report.

Parents want to rest watching some of their favourite TV programs 
while their kids get on-line with the tablet...

A tourist wants to check the news from his home country...

All these guests have something in common. 
They require advanced audiovisual services 
so their experience is remember with total 
satisfaction.

Will they find what they are looking for?





Audiovisual 
Services

Make your guests feel like at home

Televes is a leading developer and manufacturer of audiovisual 

services specially designed 

for the Hospitality industry.

Arantia TV: a technology solution ready 

to any installation type.

The Televes solutions facilitate the Hotel matching to the current

and future audiovisual services.
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We have entered 
a new Television era

Arantia TV system 
is a new interactive multi-device 

platform based on the most advanced 
web technologies, 

consistent with Set Top Box equipped 
of different operating systems

or TVs of different manufacturers 
which incorporate web browsers.

The System is completed 
with available apps to mobile devices, 

providing a copy services available on 
the TV in addition 

to having control features.

Interactive 
TV services



Personalized
content



Arantia SolutionsTV Services  

Welcome message will be shown the first time 

that the client enters to the bedroom. The guest 

information, language or channels reorganization 

by nationality will be automatically adjust 

according to the information supplied on Hotel 

PMS and provided that, an integration between 

both systems exist. 

It is possible to define a message, the company 

(executive director + name for example), the 

desired image or logo, the song which will sound 

while the welcome screen is visible either a 

corporate video.

WELCOME MESSAGE

System main menu shows the multiple 

functionalities activated by the system 

administrator, allowing a total management of 

each items in layout, size, colour or functionality.

Main MENU

To offer a control interface and total 

customization, ArantiaTV main menu is based on 

a virtual grid of 4x8 sectors.

Each item created (box+icon+text) can be resize 

according to the establishment priorities, 

as well as formatted in text, colour and 

iconography.

INTERFACE
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< Welcome

Main Menu>

INTERFACE>



Arantia Solutions
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IPTV services allows distribution of TV and Radio 

channels from DTT, satellite, cable or IP sources, 

enabling all services provided are incorporated into 

a single system regardless of the source.

It is possible include thus,  A/V signals of multiple 

origin, as CCTV or ECDIS systems.

Channels list shows:

 Numeric location of channel access  
(number from 1 to XXX).

 Program name and current broadcast.

 Channel icon.

On the screen right part will be open the channel 

complete information, showing current broadcast 

and posterior expanded information (EPG).

Radio channel are integrated into the system 

as if they were a television service, even 

allowing the specific package generation. 

Pause and playback service is available to the 

users.

TELEVISIoN & RADIO
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1

3

4

5

6

7 The Big Bang Theory
Neox

La 1 
Telediario 2 

La Sexta 
La Sexta Noche 
Antena 3
Noticias 2

Cuatro
Deportes Cuatro

Informativos Teleci...
Telecinco

One of the best films of recent times; the Oscar winner for best film of no English speaking, 
Bafta in the same category, and 9 awards David de Donatello, included director and 
stakeholder (Toni Sevillano). A journalist called Jep Gambardella live of success that his only 
published novel produced for decades. Admired whole time by criticism and public, Jep 
discovers by the age of 65 that he needs a change in his life and that…

The Great BeautyLa 2 

Score


Year
1995

Genre
Cine dramático/Comedia

21:30 22:15

Welcome Mr. Mosquera 14:33
Sáb, 17 Mayo 2017


1

 Television MoveSubtitles Change channel

El cine de la 2: La ... 2 La 2 

Audio

Channels Menu>



TV Services  

Transform your Hotel in a supplier of on-demand 

audiovisual content, convert each television into 

a content library that increases the quality and 

profitability of your property.

VOD will allow your guest to select content from a 

library provided and maintained by the property, 

where you will find multiple content.

PVR server (nPVR, network PVR) allows to make 

recordings from TV channels generated by the IPTV 

headend. These recordings can be managed by a 

system administrator or by the user.

VoD AND PVR

TV Services  
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TV Services  

Television will be converted into personalized information 
points since the company will be its own contents producer. 
This is an information channel where advertise events, 
promote the boat, etc.

CORPORATE CHANNEL

Sponsor the Hotel services 
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WELCOME
Idet quidiis consuliciam. Morum adductu cultiam sa quo in sulium 
idii isse cont.
Optiora volium pore fac oculisqua die nem iurnum se, diem hosultum 
ade te conum telina, nerce cut C. Batique pubistatusa quo abit furbit 
verce quam con ta, fere norat vis hor audermantiu ete publiae cons 
co cepopub licatus villabunu condam, quam dio, qui tam redemperfit 
ac ventifex morum vatis fore inclus loctuid dit, tem sestrum, ne culvis, 
vitium firmis cus eridicam recerox

INTERNAtIONAL 
RESTAURANT 
Idet quidiis consuliciam. Morum adductu cultiam sa quo in sulium idii isse cont.
Optiora volium pore fac oculisqua die nem iurnum se, diem hosultum ade te 
conum telina, nerce cut C. Batique pubistatusa quo abit furbit verce quam con 
ta, fere norat vis hor audermantiu ete publiae cons co cepopub licatus

SPA
Idet quidiis consuliciam. Morum adductu cultiam sa quo in 
sulium idii isse cont.
Optiora volium pore fac oculisqua die nem iurnum se, diem hosul-
tum ade te conum telina, nerce cut C. Batique pubistatusa quo abit 
furbit verce quam con ta, fere norat vis hor audermantiu ete p

Myriad Hotels *****

as well as create
an advertisement platform



Arantia Solutions

Information services allow to display corporate

and commercial content including text and 

image. All this information can be managed 

through the Back Office tool. 

INFORMATION SERVICE

Weather service (widget) shows weather conditions 

information with 3 days of forecast for the city that 

has been selected at the Back Office tool. 

This widget can be included at any point on screen, 

according to the main menu design grid available. 

WEATHER SERVICE

This service allows the user to schedule alarm clocks 

or alerts at a specific time and date, being also 

possible to indicate the frequency, as well as the 

content to be displayed (TV or radio channel).

This functionality also will be able to be programmed 

from the mobile application.

ALARMS

 STB and TV with TVi (TV control) protocol.

 STB and TV with full CEC functionality and 
consistent with wake-up

 Compatible TVs with embedded STB.

To ensure the correct system operation, it 

will be necessary to support one of these 

options:

OPTIONS
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06: 24

05: 00

08: 00

Welcome Mr. Mosquera 14:33
Sáb, 17 Mayo 2017


1

04: 00

Aggregate alarm

La Sexta
Vol: 15 Lu Ju Vi Sa Do

Antena 3
Vol: 8 Lu Ju Vi

1/2

Telecinco
Vol: 20 A diario

Cuatro
Vol: 20

Wake Up Move Change channel

ALARMS>

service Info. >

WEATHER service>
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Arantia Solutions
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MIRRORING AND CASTING

Mirroring services are offered through WiFi STBs or directly 

through TVs that support wireless screen mirroring technologies.

ArantiaCast is a casting system that allows each user in a 

multiuser environment to have its own exclusive associated 

device. Without any login or password, and with automatic 

disconnection when the guest checks out through the PMS.

 Content streaming on the television set,   
just like home.

 No login, password or personal information   
from the guest required.

 Compatible with any television set equipped   
with an HDMI connector.

 Over 1,000 applications available for Casting  
(Netflix, HBO, Youtube, etc.).

 Multiple mobile devices can be connected  
 to the same room’s Chromecast.

 Internet browsing available using compatible APPs 
(Chrome...)

 Document viewer available thanks to compatible APPs 
(LocalCast pdf..)

1

2

3

Connect to Wi-Fi:

  Hotel Wi-Fi

Go to getstreaming.tv & enter:

 123 456 789

Open Cast-enabled apps then:

   Tap the Cast button
Questions? Visit getstreaming.tv or call 855-349-6211.

Compatible with both
iOS & Android
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STREAMING EXPERIENCE
THE GUEST WILL FEEL AT HOME

Ready to send contents

 The system allows the advanced remote 
monitoring of the installed devices

 The Chromecast installation on the television 
sets is carried out in an unobtrusive and safe way

 Streaming will only be allowed on the television 
set of the guest’s own room

 Disconnection from the system takes place 
on checkout



Arantia Solutions

Arantia TV system implementation in supported 

Hospitality TVs with embedded STB allow the user 

to launch the available applications according to the 

TV manufacturer repository.

These applications can come preinstalled or be 

available to download and installation using the TV 

remote control, thus ensuring an integration,

functionality and stability with the TV brand/model 

to use.

The applications which do not meet the 

manufacturer requirements or that are not 

available for installation, emission or reproduction 

according to content rights policies will not be 

installed.

The credentials erasure is executed automatically 

during the check-out procedure, functionality that 

can be integrated with the Property Management 

System. The user will be also able to erase the 

credential on demand through a specific option 

included in the user interface.

TV APPLICATIONS

20 

The administrator can launch customized messages 

from the reception to the guests.

This is a flexible way for publish personalized events.

INSTANT MESSAGING
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Welcome Mr. Mosquera 14:33
Sáb, 17 Mayo 2017


1

 Apps

Pinterest

Spotify

Facebook

Instagram

Twitch

Vimeo

Twitter

Google +



Youtube



AccuWeather

Google 
Maps



LinkedIn 

Move Change channel

TV APPs>

Messages>

Close Inbox

You have new messages!


1



Arantia Solutions

The mobile application will be available for 
downloading and installation from the App 
Stores according mobile devices OS, iOS and 
Android.

Once the application has been downloaded 
and installed and the mobile device is 
connected to the WiFi network (Arantia TV 
Middleware should be reachable from this 
WiFi network), the user will have to enter a 
numeric code in the mobile application. This 
code will be shown on TV, inside Connect My 
Device Service. 

Once the user has entered this code in the 
mobile application, the application will be 
registered at the IPTV system and it will offer 
the user access to the interactive services 
available at the system. 

MOBILE APPLICATION

22 



Use of mobile devices as TVs 
remote control.

Surfing across the TV channels and accessing EPG information. 
If you want to display a TV channel on the TV, it will only be necessary to press the “transmission” icon.

Possibility of launching on the TV any of 
the APPs that are already installed in it by 
selecting them through the list displayed 

on the mobile application menu. 

IPTV system menus navigation 
using the mobile APP 

without disrupting the content
 that is being displayed on the TV.



EXIT
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The Digital Signage 
Solution

Televes Digital Signage solution has an intuitive 
and easy to use management software, through 
which it’s possible to create, manage and deploy 
custom contents in the system.

Key features are:

 Flexibility   
Execute Arantia DS Manager 
from any desktop or laptop 
computer from anywhere in 
the world, through your web 
browser and independently of 
your operating system.

 Scalability   
Arantia DS provides a solution 
that can be adapted to all kinds 
of needs, sizes and budgets. 
Televes Digital Signage allows 
you to improve your target 
audience, whether you have a 
modest business with a single 
screen or a large network of 
offices in different locations.

 Simple to use   
Thanks to its intuitive interface, 
the smart content designer 
with predefined templates and 
guided steps to help you enter 
data, no previous experience 
will be required to use our 
software. Upload files, create 
contents and program events in 
four easy steps, in a simple and 
intuitive way and from any PC 
or laptop.



AnOther option

 Reliability   
Arantia DS can be integrated 
with Televes’s monitoring 
equipment to check 
connections and services.

 Security    
The security and integrity 
of your information 
during content transfer is 
guaranteed, even when 
carried out through the 
Internet, thanks to the 
use of secure connection 
encryption technologies.

 
 A comprehensive 

management of users allows 
you to assign permissions 
and profiles to your 
employees, enabling the 
hierarchical management  
of your Digital Signage.



A specific technological 
solution tailor 
made for your Property

These advanced audiovisual solutions can be deployed 

at your property with the leading manufacturer of 

Telecommunications infrastructure in Spain, with a wide 

experience in different types of projects worldwide.

Televes offers you experience 
and knowledge





The advantages you will find are multiple and these will help to increase 
the quality of your property.

It will guarantee guest satisfaction since he/she will find services in line 
with his/her nationality, preferences and uses. You will be able to offer 
high speed secure Internet access so your guest can continue working or 
just enjoy a high quality connection.

The hotel will increase its profitability since the improvement of the 
current services will be done via equipment remotely configurable, 
of low consumption and with a qualified and close assistance. 
Furthermore, all the services that you deliver to your Guest act as an 
important promotion for your Premises and Brand. Your property will 
also be highly valued by its attractive channel list on offer, HD content 
and reliable high speed Internet connection.

There are many project examples worldwide where 

Televes and its Multimedia Solutions have been trusted.

You can also become 
a part of this selective club.

Televes Solutions make it easy
to prepare the hotel
for current and future audiovisual
requirements.

A Technology solution ready 
for any type of installation



HOTEL PALACIO DE LUCES, COLUNGA (ASTURIAS)

HOTEL ARAGÜANEY, SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA

PARADOR DE CAMBADOS (PONTEVEDRA)

BALNEARIO DE MONDARIZ (PONTEVEDRA)

HOTEL LOUXO, A TOXA (PONTEVEDRA)

HOTEL REAL, SANTANDER

GRAN HOTEL LAKUA, VITORIA

HOTEL PUENTE COLGANTE, PORTUGALETE (BIZKAIA)

HOTEL CARLTON, BILBAO

HOTEL VIURA, VILLANUEVA DE ÁLAVA

HOTEL FENICIA IBIZA

PALMA DE MALLORCA

HOTEL MARRIOTT

HOTEL CUPIDO

HOTEL  CATALONIA MAJORICA

HOTEL GRAN CAMP DE MAR

HOTEL FLAMINGO

HOTEL NEPTUNO

HOTEL FERRERA BLANCA

HOTEL PLAYA MAR

HOTEL GOLDEN TAURUS  PINEDA DE MAR (BARCELONA)

HOTEL ACAPULCO LLORET DE MAR  (GIRONA)

HOTEL 1898  (BARCELONA)

HOTEL JAZZ  (BARCELONA)

HOTEL CATALONIA BERNA (BARCELONA)

HOTEL U 232  (BARCELONA)

HOTEL VELA  (BARCELONA)

OHLA (BARCELONA)

TRAVELODGE (BARCELONA)

OLIVIA BALMES (BARCELONA)

REINA ISABEL (BULL HOTEL) 

HOTEL DORADO BEACH (BULL HOTEL)

HOTEL EUGENIA VICTORIA (BULL HOTEL)

HOTEL RIU GRAN CANARIA

RESIDENCIAL MONTE CARRERA

HOTEL ESCORIAL(BULL HOTEL)

TENERIFE

HOTEL VILLA CORTÉS

HOTEL SHERATON LA CALETA RESORT & SPA

HOTEL APARTAMENTOS CLUB ATLANTIS HOVIMA 

HOTEL PERLA GRIS 

GRAND HOTEL QUISIANA (CAPRI)

CASTA DIVA RESORT (LAGO DI COMO)

HOTEL PANORAMAHAUS (AUSTRIA)

HOTEL MARQUÉS DE LA ENSENADA (VALLADOLID)

HOTEL ALAMEDA PALACE (SALAMANCA) 

HOTEL WESTIN PALACE (MADRID)

HOTEL VILLA MAGNA (MADRID)

HOTEL HOLIDAY INN (MADRID)

HOTEL NH EUROBUILDING (MADRID)

HOTEL HESPERIA (MADRID)

PARADOR DE ALARCÓN

PARADOR DE CUENCA

EMIRATOS ÁRABES UNIDOS

SOUTHERN SUN HOTEL DUBAI

BELSHALAT HOTEL DUBAI

MOVENPICK HOTEL DUBAI

PARK RESIDENCE HOTEL DUBAI

EVA HOTEL DUBAI

FUJAIRAH MARINE HOTEL

BARACUDA BEACH RESORT

PEARL HOTEL DUBAI

AL BUSTAN HOTEL

AL BUTEEN TOWER HOTEL

KHAIRAN RESORTS – KUWAIT

SAFIR AL BASTAKI SUITES HOTEL – KUWAIT

SWISS BELL HOTEL – BAHRAIN

HORIZON MANOR HOTEL, DOHA JABR BIN MOHD ST, DOHA 

DOHA SEEF HOTEL, AL MUTHAF STREET, DOHA - QATAR 

RETAJ ROYALE AL MEENA STREET, OLD SALATA - QATAR 

DUNES HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATAR  

AL SEEF HOTEL AL BESHAIRIYA ST, DOHA - QATAR  

RETAJ AL RAYYAN HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATAR 

AL SAAD HOTELSALWA RESORT

AL SHAREEF HOTEL NEAR AIRPORT, DOHA - QATAR

GEORGE II HOTEL BIN MAHMOUD, DOHA - QATAR

HOTEL, DOHA JABR BIN MOHD ST, DOHA  - QATAR

DOHA SEEF HOTEL,AL MUTHAF STREET, DOHA - QATAR

RETAJ ROYALE AL MEENA STREET, OLD SALATA - QATAR

DUNES HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATAR

AL SEEF HOTEL AL BESHAIRIYA ST, DOHA - QATAR

RETAJ AL RAYYAN HOTEL WEST BAY, DAFNA, DOHA - QATAR

AL SAAD HOTEL - QATAR

SALWA RESORT - QATAR

AL SHAREEF HOTEL NEAR AIRPORT, DOHA - QATAR

GEORGE II HOTEL BIN MAHMOUD, DOHA - QATAR

KHAIRAN RESORTS KUWAIT

SAFIR AL BASTAKI SUITES HOTEL KUWAIT

SWISS BELL HOTEL BAHRAIN

JUMAIRAH BEACH RESIDENCE (JBH) DUBAI - UAE

OASIS HOTEL APARTMENT DUBAI - UAE

GLORIA HOTEL DUBAI - UAE

TOWERS ROTANA- SHAIK ZAID ROAD DUBAI - UAE

DUBAI - UAE

SAHARI VILLAGE- HYATT GROUP DUBAI - UAE

AL HAMRA HOTEL SHARJAH - UAE

ROTANA ALKHUWAIR MUSCAT - OMAN

SUR PLAZA HOTEL SUR - OMAN

AL WADI HOTEL SOHAR - OMAN

BAGHDAD HOTEL BAGHDAD - IRAQ

BABYLON HOTEL BAGHDAD - IRAQ

BAGHDAD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT VIP HOTEL BAGHDAD 

KADEMIA PALACE 1 & 2 HOTEL BAGHDAD - IRAQ

AL  SHARQ AL AWSAT HOTEL KARBALA - IRAQ

AL  HARITH HOTEL KARBALA - IRAQ

ATLAS HOTEL KARBALA - IRAQ

ZAMZAM  HOTEL NAJAF - IRAQ

AL PASHA  HOTEL BASRA - IRAQ

ROTANA HOTEL NASERIAH  CITY - IRAQ

HOTEL OÁSIS SALINAS SEA - CABO VERDE



Televes is the European leading manufacturer 
for the development of Telecommunications infrastructures 

in buildings and homes. With more than 50 years experience and products installed 
in more than 100 countries, Televes offers you the technological solution 

to integrate television, internet and data services efficiently in your property.

We develop and manufacture the solutions that we proposed, 
which is a guarantee of quality and service at your disposal, 

an added bonus to make sure that reality exceeds your expectations.

Televes guarantees the quality 
of the personalized offer that we provide 

because we control each one of the parameters of the infrastructure, 
from design, manufacturing, installation 

and after-sale support.



España | Portugal | France | United Kingdom | United Arab Emirates | Italia | United States | Deutschland | China | Polska | Russia | Scandinavia

Bound by technology

Televes Corporation is at the heart of a group of technological companies 
representing global leadership in design and development of equipment for all 
types of telecom infrastructures in cities, buildings and homes.

Televes Corporation groups more than 20 companies all geared toward a common 
objective: design, develop and manufacture in Spain the best equipment and 
solutions for the telecom infrastructure industry worldwide.

Televes Corporation reaches over 100 countries directly through its 11 international 
subsidiaries (España, Portugal, France, United Kingdom, United Arab Emirates, 
Italia, United States, Deutschland, China, Polska, Russia, Scandinavia) and through 
an extensive network of professional distributors.

www.televescorporation.com
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They left with the conviction 
to repeat the experience
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